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Quarterly Market Report

Q1 Timeline

January

February

January 11 
USDC issuer Circle files for an Initial Public

Offering (IPO) in the US
 

Approval of 11 Spot BTC ETFs

January 30
DeFi Protocol Abracadabra suffers
$6.5mn exploit

February 6
Solana suffers a 5-hour outage

February 23 
Bitforex halts operations 

March

March  13
ETH Dencun upgrade goes live 

March 4
US SEC delays BlackRock and Fidelity's spot

ETH ETF applications 

March 1
BlackRock's IBIT hits $10bn in AUM 
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February 26 
Binance executives detained in Nigeria 

March 20
BlackRock launches tokenized fund on
Ethereum 

January 31
Solana DEX Jupiter completes

$700mn JUP Airdrop

US Court rules secondary market crypto trading
as securities

March 26
US DOJ Charges KuCoin 

March 5
BTC hits a new all-time high 

March 28
 Sam Bankman- Fried sentenced to 25

years for FTX fraud 

F ebruary 14 
US Banks seek to modify SEC crypto guidance
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Clara Medalie

A New Leaf

In the first quarter of the new year, Bitcoin hit new all
time highs, a spot ETF finally got approved, and Sam-
Bankman Fried got sentenced to 25 years. That’s
what I call turning over a new leaf. Did we make it 

@Clara_Medalie

through these difficult two years unscathed?
Not exactly. But nonetheless, the industry
feels alive again: volume is surging, liquidity
has recovered, new tokens are launching, and
DeFi innovation is ramping up. It finally feels
exciting to work in crypto again and all the
data is pointing in the right direction. Over the
next quarter, I’ll be paying close attention to
ETF flows, which will have a growing impact
on prices, towards both the up and downside.

Rising Macro Headwinds  

Despite heavy volatility in Q1, Bitcoin has
outperformed due to strong ETF flows and improved
risk sentiment. However, the risk-on rally since late
October 2023 is showing some signs of exhaustion,

raising questions about a potential shift to
risk-off sentiment in the next quarter.
Growing macroeconomic headwinds in Q1,
such as higher-than-expected US inflation,
have fueled concerns that interest rates will
remain elevated longer than anticipated. As
Bitcoin's interconnectedness with traditional
finance grows through ETFs, its sensitivity to
macroeconomic headwinds may increase in
the upcoming quarter. 

Can Solana Build on Meme Token Frenzy?

Meme tokens reached multi-year highs in the first
quarter. Interestingly a lot of the action occurred on
the Solana blockchain, as users took part in the
meme  frenzy that saw tokens like dogwifhat gain
2,900% and register billions of dollars in trades. 

The spike in activity pushed Solana above
Ethereum in terms of DEX volume in March
and, similar to the BONK rally in December,
highlighted the blockchain’s resilience since
the collapse of FTX. SOL outperformed ETH
during the first quarter, and depending on
how spot ETF applications go, this could
continue in the coming months. I’ll be
keeping an eye on what these users do next
and if protocols on Solana can retain them
after meme token hype fades. 

Analyst Commentary

https://twitter.com/DessislavaIane2
https://twitter.com/Clara_Medalie
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Breaking Down The Bitcoin Rally 

During the quarter, bitcoin experienced a historic rally following the approval of 11 spot ETFs, achieving
multiple new all-time highs against several fiat currencies. In February, BTC first reached new highs against
the Japanese Yen (JPY), Nigerian Naira (NGN), Turkish Lira (TRY), and the Euro (EUR). However, the all-time
high for the dollar remained elusive until March 5, when the BTC-USD price finally surpassed its previous
peak last hit in 2021. Bitcoin closed March 31st at a whopping $71k, capping an impressive quarter.  

BTC-USD Price  

Number of BTC Wallets Reaching $1mn 
Despite the recent price
surge, on-chain bitcoin
whales have seen a slow
return. Using Wallet Data, we
were able to compute the
number of new daily
millionaire wallets and found
that they have remained
below two thousand per day.
During the last bull run, more
than four thousand wallets
were reaching the million-
dollar mark daily.

https://d2-cwy04.eu1.hubspotlinks.com/Ctc/W+113/d2-CwY04/VWmDLP8v_LXGW8HWTLS54H91SVLsY3L5bxLZsN5NMMmd3qn9gW7Y8-PT6lZ3lBVMqD3w2H3mQ_N6xNl3jW802cW5-2VPT50xwm_W81rXmX1jFPfCW5N1nJQ79BWngW3s26NC1FtMh_W37Lghb52xHGWW1VVT9r49HhXXW2BSlvy53WtZgW6mTm1m1DRfzbN4bPjqlXXd67W8_GZd38WNK-5N76t9DMkJFKSN1P-0xCgtDSNW8FfStr4pXV-NW8DY4-g1vgZnHW1q0nQP8MS_7rN6_gln8vRnDxW1S5LgQ58Gf4xW5skmv47P2bNjW4-qMZw9gsyFjW87x0xS4kZBCqW7tDvQF7MgPR3W5QVxFJ6TKf3NW2KGL672NQPmqVgjQMt8Pgkllf60NtDT04
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Spot ETFs See Strong Inflows 

The inflows into new ETFs have been one of the major drivers of BTC price action. Out of 61 trading days, 51
days showed net inflows. The ETFs have already become significant holders of BTC, representing more than
4% of the total supply, indicating consistent demand for these products. BlackRock and Fidelity have shown
the largest net inflows, with BlackRock recently surpassing $10 billion in Assets Under Management - the
fastest ETF to reach this amount in history.

Net Flows of BTC Spot ETFs

The one exception to ETF
inflows has been Grayscale’s
Bitcoin Trust (GBTC). GBTC
held over 600k BTC before it
was allowed to convert into an
ETF. Because of frictions with
redemptions, GBTC traded at a
discount to BTC for much of the
bear market. Now that these
frictions (and the discount) are
gone, there have been
persistent outflows, causing
GBTC’s holdings to drop to just
over 450k.

Grayscale GBTC BTC Holdings 

Excluding Grayscale’s GBTC
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Bitcoin 30D Realized Volatility 

BTC Intra-Day Volatility   

BTC's intra-day volatility, as
measured by the logarithmic
difference between the highest
and lowest hourly price, has
also been on the rise. Although
it remains significantly lower
than its peak during the COVID-
induced market crash or the
2021 bull market, volatile price
movements have been more
concentrated during U.S.
trading hours (14 to 21h UTC
time) compared to APAC
trading hours (12- 8h UTC).

The significant rise in bitcoin prices has been accompanied by a corresponding increase in volatility. At the
end of March, BTC's 30-day realized volatility hit a peak of 83%, a level not seen since November 2022. Since
late February, volatility has consistently exceeded that of ETH, with the gap between the two assets reaching
its highest level since December 2019. Due to the inherently speculative nature of crypto as an asset class,
the rise in volatility has contributed to a strong increase in trading activity. 

Quarterly Market Report / The Crypto Rally

Volatility Is Back
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Surging prices and improving risk sentiment contributed to a big uptick in market participation over the
quarter. Bitcoin spot volume surged to $51bn on March 5th, hitting multi-year highs, surpassing trade
volumes hit the last time BTC hit ATH in November 2021. Overall, the cumulative BTC volume totalled $1.4T
in Q1, the largest quarterly amount in over two years. 

Market Share Of Bitcoin Volume in Q1

Binance saw a sharp decline in its BTC market share, dropping from 75% in Q1 2023 to 48% in 2024. The
decrease was primarily due to the end of the exchange’s large-scale zero-fee trading promotions back in
March 2023, along with a string of regulatory challenges that impacted sentiment. Other offshore exchanges
such as Bybit and OKX emerged as the main beneficiaries of Binance's decline in market share. Smaller APAC
exchanges like Bithumb, Korbit, Bitflyer, and Zaif also saw a significant increase in trading volume.

Trade Volume is Surging 
Bitcoin Daily Trade Volume
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BTC 2% Market Depth
The ‘Alameda Gap’ — the gap in
liquidity left after the collapse of
FTX and its sister company
Alameda Research — persisted
for more than a year as market
makers either closed up shop or
waited on the sidelines for
sentiment and trading activity to
recover. However, the data shows
that liquidity, as measured by 2%
market depth, has almost fully
recovered and is back to its pre-
FTX average. By the end of Q1,
market depth climbed above
$400mn across all exchanges for
the first time since Nov 2022. 

BTC Bid-Ask Spreads

Liquidity on U.S. exchanges in particular has seen a strong recovery. Looking at BTC-USD spreads on the three
major U.S.-available exchanges —Coinbase, Kraken and Bitstamp — the cost of trading has declined, suggesting
liquidity conditions are meaningfully improving. The change in spreads could partly be due to structural
reasons. Spreads more than halved on Bitstamp from as high as 10bps in 2022 to below 5bps in Q1 after the
exchange altered its fee model from a “flat fee” to maker/ taker model. While spreads on average are less than
the 2023 average, at the end of Q1 they widened to account for the heightened volatility.

The ‘Alameda Gap’ is No More
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The Return of the Token Launch

Every bull market is inevitably accompanied by a wave of new crypto tokens. Some of the best-performing
tokens in Q1 were those launched in 2023 and earlier this year, and these tokens had a cumulative spot
trade volume of  more than $127 billion in Q1. Layer 1 tokens SUI and SEI, launched in April and August
2023, registered around $2 billion in weekly volume since the start of the year. Celestia (TIA) peaked in
volume a few weeks after its launch but maintained nearly $1 billion per week in Q1. Overall, BTC is not the
only asset benefitting from this bull run and traders are flocking to new listings.

Weekly Spot Volume of New Crypto Tokens

In January, Solana DEX aggregator Jupiter airdropped its 1 billion JUP tokens – about $700mn at post-
launch prices – to users who had qualified. While some users had issues claiming tokens, the Solana network
had no downtime, a significant accomplishment given that technical problems has long been one of the
major criticisms of the network. Overall, the launch demonstrated the ongoing interest in airdrops.

JUP Price After Launch 

Quarterly Market Report / Altcoins

Bybit was the first to
open JUP trading at 3pm
UTC, as soon as the
airdrop went live; it
began trading at $2
before falling to the on-
chain price of around
$0.75. Other exchanges
opened trading once
liquidity conditions were
met., causing prices to
converge.
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The Meme Frenzy Is Back
Weekly Trade Volume

DOGE & SHIB Correlation With Bitcoin
Meme tokens are increasingly
less correlated with Bitcoin. The
average 60-day correlation
between the top two meme
tokens by market cap, DOGE and
SHIB, fell from 0.7 in Q1 2022,
to 0.5 in 2024. However, this
trend is not exclusive to meme
coins; BTC’s correlations with
most altcoins have also declined
this year. The decrease can be
attributed to institutional inflows
into Bitcoin amid the launch of
spot ETFs, while altcoins have
been competing for liquidity.

Meme tokens have experienced significant gains in Q1, with weekly trade volume hitting a multi-year high of
nearly $80 billion in early March. The meme frenzy has boosted Ethereum’s network fees to a two-year high
and exacerbated the competition between Layer 2 networks and Coinbase’s Base, which registered an all-
time high in deposits. However, while blue-chip meme tokens such as DOGE and SHIB dominate trade
volume on centralized exchanges, on-chain meme frenzy is being dominated by Solana, which recently
overtook Ethereum in terms of decentralized exchange (DEX) volume.

https://d2-cwy04.eu1.hubspotlinks.com/Ctc/W+113/d2-CwY04/VWmDLP8v_LXGW8HWTLS54H91SVLsY3L5bxLZsN5NMMl25nXHsW5BWr2F6lZ3nDW7H5CLx6t4RV9W4yLYDT3swXyPW8Ml1RM8-L7z5W487svC7-JNcnW6bcqX_3v3vzwW82fd3R2Ctx5SW8P6sky7jcgDFW4M5NvJ8mQVQsW2RS3Yb66L6GPW1Bgsbd5HNlSYV8lCxc3jQChtW41CtwP6ZsWJ6W5wj06L7MR8dxW5bSWZW2jCQfJW6jwF_c2F4C17W6XsdpB8p1CnkW5LLtzc86GrlhN4xSQ7LSY3JKW3XJ7Lf5vk1pzW2GyRf85HzLJSW7100b323zwvYW4kYDhX4v2nzPW6V0WDS5WvF7kW2HJSmh5ZWzjwW9fpGT251gxRcV84-Z18m0DJwW8MBFwC2qw2TcW2C1sVC5hgc-9W27Kc3v7Zzr4DW7gZz3Z305WTBW5zq2jh8nvjc4W1NLWcy4TW4gXV3m9rT99TLJPW5MXCsD7Dlnfnf8TKFLg04
https://d2-cwy04.eu1.hubspotlinks.com/Ctc/W+113/d2-CwY04/VWmDLP8v_LXGW8HWTLS54H91SVLsY3L5bxLZsN5NMMmR3hKBbW95jsWP6lZ3mvW3RsHBH2RCvf0W9067F23F4WVmW4PvVPf15HHZcVgjlrq3GtY4fMnxyX5L52VkW4f-Pnl303qT6VdQ-kH7Zsny_VBNhcT3FrRQTW7cGXLJ50MSNbW4NfTQy7l3F1QW65R2c34VBsDsW1R5Lx52vnVRjW7ZBxp36jqf4-W13fQ3F4nqfgpW3Q6x4g9bNCgPW5STb0p1zRVRsW51y1DJ7v0V0qW1hyr2G5mbYmrW6YLm7t7LQTrbW3zqywW9455GvW3Z0VtM7vmBvkW1nDxQ62Cy7pjN9kTS7QBBQnfW8KPsG03bS1LmW4CF68R5T7c4hW5_Qq4m5KSBSLVR1Gm_4ZGPrTW5Mjs0b7XzKfbW8_PWDv5r_Bd9W82YXC-6F0YZQf9jDqZT04
https://d2-cwy04.eu1.hubspotlinks.com/Ctc/W+113/d2-CwY04/VWmDLP8v_LXGW8HWTLS54H91SVLsY3L5bxLZsN5NMMmR3hKBbW95jsWP6lZ3mvW3RsHBH2RCvf0W9067F23F4WVmW4PvVPf15HHZcVgjlrq3GtY4fMnxyX5L52VkW4f-Pnl303qT6VdQ-kH7Zsny_VBNhcT3FrRQTW7cGXLJ50MSNbW4NfTQy7l3F1QW65R2c34VBsDsW1R5Lx52vnVRjW7ZBxp36jqf4-W13fQ3F4nqfgpW3Q6x4g9bNCgPW5STb0p1zRVRsW51y1DJ7v0V0qW1hyr2G5mbYmrW6YLm7t7LQTrbW3zqywW9455GvW3Z0VtM7vmBvkW1nDxQ62Cy7pjN9kTS7QBBQnfW8KPsG03bS1LmW4CF68R5T7c4hW5_Qq4m5KSBSLVR1Gm_4ZGPrTW5Mjs0b7XzKfbW8_PWDv5r_Bd9W82YXC-6F0YZQf9jDqZT04
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The Return Of The Flash Crash
BTC- USDT Buy and Sell Volume on Bitmex

BTC-EUR Price on Coinbase
Bitcoin also experienced a flash
crash on Coinbase. In early March,
BTC-EUR prices dropped from
€63K to €48K, deviating sharply
from other markets. Market depth
for the market briefly plummeted
from 60 BTC to 16 BTC before
recovering. Low liquidity and
market fragmentation, as well as
potential manipulation attempts,
are contributing factors to these
flash crashes, which are unlike
anything seen in traditional
markets.

Bitcoin flash crashes — defined as a sudden and extreme price drop — have occurred on at least two
occasions in Q1.  On March 18 at 10:43 PM UTC, the BTC-USDT price on Bitmex momentarily plummeted to
$7.8K, while it was trading at $66K on other platforms. Bitmex has relatively low liquidity compared to other
exchanges, which suggests that the crash may have been amplified by a “fat finger” error. Otherwise, it could
be a case of trader misconduct.
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ETH Lags Post-Dencun Upgrade

In March, the Ethereum network underwent a major upgrade known as Dencun, designed to significantly
lower transaction fees for Layer 2 solutions and boost scalability. The upgrade completed without a hitch,
but ETH’s price and volume have since collapsed amid a wider market sell-off. ETH spot volumes increased
to their highest level since May 2021 before retreating in the aftermath of the upgrade. However, derivative
markets have been showing signs of overheating. ETH open interest closed the quarter at $9bn - its highest
level since 2021 while funding rates rose sharply to a multi-year high.  

ETH Spot Trade Volume

More recently, ETH has underperformed SOL, the native token of the Solana network, which at one point
seemed on the verge of collapse but is now an increasingly formidable competitor in the Layer 1 space. Even
more surprising was the drop in price ratio between the two assets in the aftermath of Dencun. 

ETH to SOL Price Ratio

ETH Perpetual Futures Open Interest
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Where Did Weekend Traders Go?

Weekend and overnight liquidity management has always been a challenge for 24/7 crypto markets, creating
a mismatch between the operating hours of traditional financial institutions and the needs of large crypto
traders and market makers. The 2023 March banking crisis exacerbated this mismatch after two of the main
crypto-friendly banks in the U.S. shuttered. However, this trend has been long-coming: the share of BTC
traded on weekends has declined significantly over the past decade, dropping from 28% in Q1 2012 to just
17% in 2024. The decline suggests worsening liquidity conditions during weekends and could be explained
by both increased institutional participation and worsening market infrastructure.

Share of BTC Weekend Trade Volume

BTC Weekend Volume: Dollar vs. Tether 
Looking at the cumulative
trade volume for the two most
liquid BTC trading pairs, the
decline has been more
pronounced on BTC-USD
markets compared with BTC-
USDT. Dollar weekend trade
volume hit an all-time low in
native units last year, whereas
the drop in tether weekend
volume has not been nearly as
strong. This suggests a more
retail bias towards USDT
markets, who tend to trade
more on weekends.
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KuCoin Faces DOJ Charges

Crypto exchange KuCoin experienced significant outflows following back-to-back lawsuits in March. Traders
left KuCoin en masse after the US Department of Justice charged it with violating anti-money laundering
laws. Additionally, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission also charged KuCoin with operating an illegal
derivatives exchange in the US between 2019 and 2023. As a result, daily volume fell from around $2bn to
$520mn, even though KuCoin promised a $10mn airdrop. Market share more than halved from 6.5% to less
than 3%, which suggests the charges could pose a significant challenge to the exchange’s growth. 

KuCoin Trade Volume and Market Share

KuCoin Wallets In & Out Flows

Kaiko’s Wallet Data revealed
users were moving funds to rival
centralised exchanges such as
Coinbase, Binance, OKX, MEXC,
and Gate.io. Outflows from
wallets attributed to KuCoin
totalled more than $600 million
on March 26, outpacing inflows
by a large margin. Most of the
outflows were USDT and ETH. In
addition to users moving funds
to what they perceive as safer
venues, some sent funds to on-
chain wallets. 
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